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Homepage
Meaning behind our color scheme: 

blue: wisdom, trust, intelligence, truth

green: nature, growth, fertility, healing

white: light, cleanliness, safety, 

hygiene

Logo: helping, compassionate hand, 

extending itself to offer help to 

others

Automatic, quick chat function to assist 

consumers in finding what they need, as 

they are navigating the website. 

Centralized search bar is intuitive to most users, 

and where consumers can type the type of 

treatment/service they are looking for, which 

would then lead them to the next page where 

they are asked to specify service type. 

One liner encompassing what our website aims 

to do, which is allowing consumers to find 

quality data about affordable healthcare. It is 

placed conveniently near the search bar so that 

users do not have to extensively search for the 

purpose of website. 

Background picture of medical environment to 

provide more context that this website is 

centered around healthcare. Large visuals also 

meant to draw audience in.



Landing Page

This button allows users to easily go back 

to general search results (homepage), 

without having to click the Back button on 

their web-browser. 

After inputting the preceding required 

information, this button will lead them to 

the next page with search results 

pertaining to their chosen service.

The second step is entering their zip-code 

so that we can further narrow the data down 

to areas that are most relevant to them.

Users are asked to be more specific with 

which type of service they are seeking. 

They are also asked whether they are an 

established or new patient. 

The numbers act as a guide 

to help users navigate 

through their search, by 

making it more intuitive, thus 

facilitating the flow of 

search.

In our example, we will be using 

‘colonoscopy/endoscopy’ services. The 

user searches for these terms in the 

search bar from the homepage, which 

leads them to this landing page, where 

they are asked to further specify the 

service type and their location. 

These dividers act as a 

visual guide to 

separate the sections. 



Data Page #1

Option to book 

appointment in just 

three simple steps. 

We provide the user with a list of 

hospital names in their area that 

offer the specific service they 

are looking for.

Here, consumers will be able to filter their 

searches by highest-lowest or lowest-highest price

After the user specifies that they want 

search results for ‘colonoscopy’, search 

results for various hospitals in the area 

are displayed with average prices.

Average price function to help 

users have an idea of how much 

they have to pay. More details 

on Back End Data slides. 

This map allows further 

visualization of the various 

hospitals in the area. 

Pinpoints are used to 

indicate specific location.



Data Page #2

There is a calendar 

showing the dates a 

user can pick from to 

book their 

appointment.

There is more information 

about the hospital and the 

appointment the user is 

booking. Such as how long 

the appointment is, the 

address, cost, name of 

doctor, and appointment 

time.

The user can pick the time of appointment 

they want from a list of availabilities the 

hospital has.

The user has an option to pick which 

staff member they prefer to meet with 

or leave it blank and whichever doctor 

is available will met with them.  



Data Page #3

The user is asked to 

provide their contact 

information to the 

hospital in order to 

book their 

appointment. So the 

hospital can contact 

the user.

Once the user fills 

out their information 

they can book their 

appointment by 

clicking this button.



Data Page #4

This is a 

confirmation page 

showing the user 

the appointment 

they just booked. 

It confirms the day 

and time of 

appointment. 

The user can 

add their 

appointment right 

to their google 

calendar if they 

have one.

This link makes it easy for the user to go 

back and browse more services on the 

website if they have to book more than one 

appointments.

This tool likes directly with 

Google Calendars for 

consumers' convenience 



Back End Data (Zip Codes)

Below are the filter options that 

customers will be able to use to 

narrow down their data. They 

can search by zip code and by 

service type from a list.

When the user enters their zip code, the Pivot 

table will then search for health services and 

centers nearby by filtering only for addresses in 

the same zip code as seen up top.

The results of just a preliminary zip code search will 

yield a wide range of results. Below are a few of the 

health service centers located with the address 

displayed in the line below and a list of doctors. In the 

horizontal headers are the types of services offered, 

with service level 1 and more specific service level 2 

offerings with the price differences between them.



Back End Data (Service prices in specified Zip code)

This is the data and prices that will be calculated for 

website users once they have further filtered the data by 

choosing a specific department or service. In this case, 

we are showing the prices at the health centers in 

01003 that offer Behavioral Health services. 

Once the data has been filtered for both the zip 

code and the service, we will have the data and 

price comparisons for each service within the 

subgroup (in this case Behavioral Health). The 

data will give these prices to the user to choose 

between each hospital and which doctor so they 

can make the most informed decision.



Back End (Offered Service Levels and Average Costs) 

This data will be useful for users to make price 

comparisons. Users will be able to see if a service 

offered is below or above the average.

Using Pivot Tables, we were able to determine 

what services are offered, and sort them into level 

1, 2, and 3. This table also includes the average 

cost estimate of that service across all providers. 
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